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Fangataufa and Moruroa, 
French Polynesia
Nuclear weapons test sites 

History

Despite international criticism, the French govern-
ment conducted an estimated 193 to 198 nuclear 
tests on the French Polynesian atolls of Moruroa and 
Fangataufa between 1966 and 1996: 41–44 atmos-
pheric and approx. 154 underground tests. The exact 
number of tests is still classifi ed information.1 At fi rst, 
bombs were detonated on boats in the lagoon, but 
due to high radioactive fallout resulting from the low 
burst altitude, further tests were performed with war-
heads hanging under balloons. After 1975, testing was 
moved to deep shafts, dug into the atoll’s basalt core, 
due to massive international protests. 

During the three decades of testing, about 5,000 peo-
ple lived within a 1,000 kilometer radius of the nuclear 
test site. The atolls of Mangareva and Tureia, 100 km 
away, were most severely affected by radioactive fallout 
and had to be evacuated due to high levels of radiation 
in 1968.2 Several accidents added to the radioactive 
exposure of the population: in July 1966, a nuclear 
bomb broke apart on the surface of Moruroa, dispers-
ing large amounts of plutonium-239.1 A 120 kiloton 
nuclear detonation in July 1979 caused an underwa-
ter landslide on Moruroa, released large amounts of 
radioactivity into the ocean and resulted in a tsunami, 
wreaking havoc on many islands in the archipelago.1,3 
In the spring of 1981, cyclones hit Moruroa, washing 
radioactive waste into the ocean, including much of 
the plutonium released in 1966.1

Health and environmental e� ects

Moruroa and Fangataufa were severely affected by 
radioactive fallout, as were the surrounding islands. 
On the island of Mangareva, French military scien-
tists found high radiation levels in fi sh, water, air and 
soil samples. Radioactivity above 650,000 Bq/kg was 
measured in unwashed salad grown on the island.2 
Depending on the prevailing radioisotopes, an adult 
would incur internal irradiation of about 40–70 mSv by 
eating one kg of salad, more than 100–200 times the 
amount of radiation that a human is exposed to from 
a normal diet (approximately 0.3 mSv/a). The radiation 
dose incurred from the same amount of salad would 
be twice as high for children. 

Between 1966 and 1975, increased radioactivity was 
recorded at all monitoring stations in New Zealand, Fiji, 
Samoa, Tonga and Tahiti and as far east as Peru and 
Mexico.1 After the detonation of a 120 kiloton bomb on 
Moruroa in September 1966, radioactive fallout cov-
ered the island of Samoa, increasing background ra-
dioactivity by a factor of 1,850, from 0.2 GBq/km2 to 
370 GBq/km2. Radioactive fallout also reached Tahiti 
in 1974.1 However, due to military restrictions, hardly 
any health data was collected or published. Only four 
very small-scale scientifi c investigations were permit-
ted in recent years. These found high levels of tritium, 
iodine-131 and cesium-134 in sediment and water 

samples and even higher amounts in plankton, pro-
viding evidence for enrichment of radionuclides in the 
marine food chain.1 

While heavy isotopes like uranium or plutonium were 
found very close to the detonation sites, light radionu-
clides like tritium, cesium-137 and strontium-90 were 
transported by currents out to the open sea. A study 
by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
found plutonium in the sediment of both lagoons with 
a total activity of about 30,000 GBq (Giga = billion), or 
the equivalent of about 15 kg of this highly toxic heavy 
metal.3 A dose of several milligrams of plutonium is le-
thal for humans, just one microgram can cause kidney 
damage as well as lung- and liver cancer. An observed 
decline in radionuclide concentrations could mean that 
it is being dispersed in the ocean through underwater 
crevices. Approximately 20 GBq of plutonium (about 
10 g), is washed into the sea every year. A side-effect 
of the military activity on the atolls is also a massive 
increase in Ciguatera, a type of fi sh poisoning.1 

Outlook

Nuclear tests at Moruroa and Fangataufa ceased in 
1996 due to international protest, but the atolls still 
remain restricted military territory. 30 years after the 
tests, about half of the radioactive strontium-90 and 
cesium-137 and all of the plutonium still remains in 
the archipelago’s air, water and soil. There is concern 
that underwater cracks discovered in the atoll may 
allow more radiation to escape, as unknown amounts 
of radioactive material still remain in the underground 
test shafts.3 

In 1998, the French defense minister admitted that 
the population of the islands of Tureia, Reao, Pukarua, 
Mangareva and Tahiti were affected by radioactive fall-
out from the nuclear tests.2 Affected indigenous work-
ers or their widows are suing for compensation, but 
200 cases still remain before the courts and nothing 
is happening, while French workers have already re-
ceived compensation. Meaningful scientifi c research 
is still scarce. Only a fully independent study with un-
restricted access to currently classifi ed information 
and the opportunity to sample and monitor atmos-
pheric, oceanic and terrestrial data on Moruroa and 
Fangataufa can hope to assess the real consequences 
of nuclear testing for the environment and the health 
of their people. These people are also Hibakusha – 
they are also the survivors of nuclear bombs.

Nearly 200 nuclear tests were conducted on Fangataufa and Moruroa 
atolls, severely contaminating the environment of the archipelago and 
exposing its population to dangerous radiation levels. 

About 5,000 people lived in the region around the test sites during the three decade long era of testing. Moruroa and Fangataufa 
were severely affected by radioactive fallout, surrounding islands were also contaminated. Many Polynesian people working on 
Moruroa und Fangataufa became ill after they had returned to their home islands; oftentimes, their offspring have also been af-
fected. Photo credit: Raivavae-Atoll, 1966, Alain Treboz, creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0
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French nuclear testing base on Moruroa Atoll. During a protest voyage to Moruroa in 1985, the Greenpeace ship “Rain-
bow Warrior” was sunk by the French secret service in the harbor of Auckland, New Zealand, killing one person. 
Photo: © Greenpeace/Daniel Beltrá.

“Operation Licorne” on Fangataufa in 1970 was the fourth and largest French nuclear test on the atoll with an explosive power 
of 914 kilotons of TNT equivalent. 3,700 soldiers deployed on the neighboring atoll Moruroa had to be evacuated. Photo credit: 
French armed forces.


